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FLORENCE SOCIAL FORUM
“Another Europe is possible against Neoliberalism, war and racism”

Another Europe? Why Europe and not world? Why a continental dimension?  Because we are in Europe is the simpler reply, but cannot this serve perhaps to the European bosses to constitute an anti - U.S.A. front? The European capitalists want to play a new role with respect to those Americans in parting the world booty, at the same time, they are interested in pushing parts of the movement to support this purpose.
They are a lot, between the political and institutional supporters, to think that to stop Bush is necessary to hope in Chirac and Schroder. The choice of the bosses, of the establishment and of the official parties to divide the movement between good willing and bad demonstrating outlaw, is significant of their attempt to armour the movement inside their own interest. The bad side of the movement will know how to differentiate itself; another human society is possible, another world is possible on condition that the hired slaves of all the world rise up, that the workingmen free themselves from exploitation; the remainder is continental jingoism.

Against Neoliberalism, but Neoliberalism is a product of the economical crisis of the capitalism.  Against the capitalism should be the logic conclusion.  Otherwise Neoliberalism could be a politics that the owners are able to adopt or not.  Then against Neoliberalism for a different economical and social politics that the same bosses and their governments would have to adopt.  It is always the same old story of reformism that serves to hold open the relations with the left middle-class; right wing or left wing bourgeoisie are all cast in the same mould.

Against war and racism.  To be against the war it means to give a clear judgement on the economical reasons that produce it.  Otherwise we are at the mystification that the war is produced from innate human wickedness, that the only solution are the men of good will. All bollocks that have accompanied all the conflicts …. uselessly. To the war, that the most developed capitalism wages against the oppressed peoples, or to the internal wars that bosses wage on among themselves to divide the booty, the answer can come only from the removal of the causes that produce it. And if the removal of these causes asks for slaves' action of force, it should apply the rule of "wage war to the war". 
One can chat against the war and ignore the war that the world bosses are waging against the workingmen, against the Palestinian, the Chechnians, the Afghans, everyone for the booty that has to rob. Everyone leaned and envied from the other.  

Against globalisation? World market integration allows bosses, the strongest first, to subject every economical action, any productive act to the extortion of surplus, profit and accumulation, but at the same time this globalisation has produced the rising of a fiercest gravediggers' new generation.  A new spectre is haunting the world.  From the workingmen to the deprived exploited and oppressed by the owners in every Country, is rising a fierce resistance with the times and the means that it can find. When they talk about terrorism is to this resistance that they refer to, when they claim to fight the terrorism, they want to crush their slaves in a corner.
They use the fear of the arms to continue to exploit and oppress.  But the crisis of their economical system puts the bases for a new level of unification: from the workingmen that fight against mass redundancies, to the wretched that fight in Palestine, Afghanistan, Cechenya ….. Wherever against imperialism. 
Globalisation of the capital, globalisation of the rebellion!
The petty discussions on the monuments of Florence already are surpassed from Grozny.  Razed to the ground.  Always taken, never gained.
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